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ABSTRACT

This paper overviews the Research Environment for Vehicle-Embedded Analysis on Linux
(REVEAL), which is an open standards framework for the creation and deployment of realtime
embedded and network distributed data systems. REVEAL is an ongoing project at NASA Dryden
to evaluate the feasibility and benefits of using Linux in a modern generic web-enabled data system
for measurement and telemetry network research, by actually building such a system. Novel features
are described, such as XML based self-configuring, self-verifying and self-documenting software,
and automatic XML metadata generation. The REVEAL architecture is described, including the core
server and scheduler, and the management of system and user job processing. Performance, timing,
determinism, and security issues are discussed, as well as the advantages and limitations of Linux.
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INTRODUCTION

Distributed systems of smart sensors and actuators connecting computer technologies to the physical
world have the potential to revolutionize a wide array of application domains. In the aerospace
industry, the distinction between aerospace technology and information technology is blurring and
we are seeing an evolution toward distributed system architectures. Future aerospace projects and
infrastructures are increasingly described as network-centric, complex systems of systems that
collaborate and adapt in pursuit of various goals. Applications in this arena face many challenges
such as latency and link constraints, as well as uncertainty, irregularity, and scale issues.
Interoperability, security, and configuration tracking also pose major challenges. It was decided that
a research tool was needed to make it easier to develop and explore realtime network-distributed
sensors and sensor processing systems. The REVEAL project was identified as a systems oriented,
cost effective, and leading edge approach for realtime telemetry and measurement networks R&D
(Figure 1). The Linux operating system was specifically targeted in order to gauge its capabilities
and potential value in this type of application.



Figure 1: Conceptual REVEAL deployment: sensors and computers connected over networks

THE REVEAL ARCHITECTURE

System resources (software, hardware and data) and user processing are specified by simple XML
files. Resources are verified during system initialization; user processing ("jobs") are hierarchically
verified based on all the needed resource's existence and functionality. Jobs can be started by default
at boot time, and dynamically in runtime. Since the validation is automatic, archives of the XML
files together with the generated metadata and system messages constitute the per-run configuration
documentation. Once verified and instantiated, jobs (which may have multiple processes or threads)
are then scheduled via an IPC semaphore until they finish.

As an analogy, REVEAL is similar to inetd (the "internet super-server" standard internet services
daemon), which watches for incoming port requests and then spawns the server programs based on a
look-up table. Instead of port requests, REVEAL watches for XML job specifications and spawns
realtime jobs based on the list of system resources; it also validates the jobs, schedules them at the
requested rate and priority, and sets up a secure environment with some enabling infrastructure.

The core software is written in C, for speed and scalability down to the smallest devices capable of
running embedded Linux; even so, the overall system design is fairly object oriented. Iterative (rapid
prototyping or spiral) development is encouraged by using REVEAL; jobs can be stopped and
restarted with new object code, libraries, formats, rates, or priorities without restarting the system or
affecting other jobs. By following simple coding conventions, new applications can be created with
far less effort than for traditional built-from-scratch realtime networked data systems. Although
written for Linux, REVEAL should be easily portable to any POSIX-1003.1b compatible OS with
System-V style IPC facilities, such as OpenBSD, Solaris, VxWorks, QNX, and LynxOS.



FEATURES OF REVEAL

Besides more traditional functional requirements for network-enabled data systems, several novel
features were identified as desirable and subsequently implemented:

• Self-configuring software via simple XML documents
• Self-verifying software via built-in tests and XML resource descriptions
• Self-documenting software via XML output documents
• Self-generated metadata via XML output documents
• Acquires and processes data both locally and from remote peers
• Uses caching middleware to enable efficient interoperability, even to the desktop
• Open architecture and simple API make hardware and software additions much easier
• Security: processes/users can't bother or snoop on each other, by error or by purpose

THE XML DOCUMENTS

XML documents are used for system configuration and documentation, to enable open-standards-
based interoperability and web-based development. These documents exist as files on REVEAL, to
expose them for easy debugging and because file I/O serves as the lowest common denominator
enabling access by all possible means. After much thought, we explicitly decided to not use any
existing schema, although several schema are good candidates (SML, IML, SensorML, etc.). This
decision was driven in large part by the realization that no schema can be all things to all people; any
particular schema will generally be more complex than needed, and at the same time missing
features. Instead a modular approach is taken that can encapsulate any schema, allowing developers
to use the schema of their choice. Rather than monolithic documents, REVEAL uses multiple
smaller documents, each with just the information that a level of software needs. The XML data
needed by a lower layer is encapsulated as a character data URI, which the calling layer needs not
parse or validate, but rather just passes as an argument. Thus the software modularity/layers are now
mirrored by the XML modularity/layers. Besides greatly simplifying the documents, this enables
web-based document component reuse and also minimizes the required number of elements.
Following is a sampling of the XML documents and elements used in REVEAL. 

Example resource definition element (a typical "resources.xml" file will have many). Note that it
specifies the type, identifier, entry point and file, descriptive information, and a string describing
functionality ("provides") used for RDF-style automated validation.

<resource id="a2dAccel" type="software">
<entrypoint>a2dAccel</entrypoint>
<file>a2d_convert.so</file>
<provides>parameter table function for local data acquisition</provides>
<requires>(not implemented yet)</requires>
<info>Converts specified analog channel to acceleration in Gs</info>

</resource>



Example job specification file. Note it specifies the resource ID of the job software to spawn, the
argument to give it, the priority and rate, a label, and descriptive information.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal" id="standardJob">

<argument>/reveal/job_test_arg.xml</argument>
<priority>75</priority>
<rate>100.0</rate>
<label>Parameter Job Test</label>
<info>Parameter table input/output job test</info>

</job>

Example of the job's argument file, "job_test_arg.xml" above. Note that it tells the standard job
executable to spawn the specified input and output tasks, with the given arguments. Developers can
create their own tasks using arguments of their own schema.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<standard_job xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal">
<gather>

<task>gatherParamTable</task>
<argument>/reveal/job_test_acq.xml</argument>

</gather>
<output>

<task>outputRemote</task>
<argument>/reveal/job_test_out.xml</argument>

</output>
</standard_job>

Example elements of the parameter table input task's argument file "job_test_acq.xml" above. This
example specifies a local, a remote, and a calculated parameter. Note the local parameter has an
argument of "7": at this low level not a URI but rather an analog channel number (also used to get
calibration information from the A/D configuration data resource). Remote parameter arguments
specify the location of the remote data. Calculated parameters have parameter ID arguments.
Multiple arguments are allowed.

<parameter id ="accel_Z">
<label>NZ (ST215)</label>
<info>Z-axis acceleration at station 215</info>
<function>a2dAccel</function>
<argument>7</argument>

</parameter>
<parameter id ="st855_NZ">

<label>NZ (ST0855)</label>
<info>Z-axis acceleration at station 855</info>
<function>remoteParam</function>
<argument>/reveal-003.dfrc.nasa.gov/reveal/accel_Z</argument>

</parameter>
<parameter id ="td_NZ">

<label>NZ sample time offset</label>
<info>Time difference between the local and remote NZ samples</info>
<function>deltaTime</function>
<argument>accel_Z</argument>
<argument>st855_NZ</argument>

</parameter>



Example of automatically generated metadata (only one parameter shown), based on the system
resource and job specification information. This includes information from the A/D configuration
data resource, and provides traceability for the parameter.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<job_meta xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal">
<rate>100.000000</rate>
<host>10.2.1.7</host>
<start>Tue Apr 22 05:07:34 2003</start>
<label>Parameter Job Test</label>
<info>Parameter table input/output job test </info>
<system_info>Gathers and processes parameter table data</system_info>
<file>/reveal/bin/gather_param</file>
<entrypoint>main</entrypoint>
<parameter id="accel_Z">

<label>NZ (ST215)</label>
<info>Z-axis acceleration at station 215</info>
<system_info>Converts specified analog channel to acceleration in Gs</system_info>
<file>/reveal/bin/a2d_convert.so</file>
<entrypoint>a2dAccel</entrypoint>
<argument>7</argument>
<channel xmlns="urn:xmlns:reveal" id="accelerometer_Z">

<rate>10000</rate>
<label>Accelerometer Z-Axis</label>
<info>Crossbow Technology accelerometer Z-axis. M/N:CXL10HF3 S/N:0110232</info>
<cal_factor>2.520</cal_factor>
<cal_factor>0.088</cal_factor>

</channel>
</parameter>
</job_meta>

THE SYSTEM EXECUTIVE

The main program is a Linux realtime process, as are all jobs it creates by default. At startup all the
resources are verified, and a security check is performed. Main then creates a job list in shared
memory, spawns the scheduler, cleans up any files from the previous run, registers itself for
scheduling, starts all the jobs specified in the (write protected) start-up directory, and finally waits
for the scheduler. When periodically scheduled, main checks for new job specifications in the (user
writeable) runtime directory and starts them. The scheduler, running at the highest priority, simply
walks the job list and checks to see if it's time for each job to run. If so, the job is given it's
semaphore, which it should be pending on. If more than one job is made ready, the Linux kernel
gives the CPU to the one with the highest priority. The scheduler itself is driven by a timer at the
maximum scheduling rate. Shutdown is done by signaling main, which in turn signals all jobs in the
system job list and also the scheduler.

The steps main takes in creating a job include checking that the requested software provides job
functionality, creating a semaphore, creating an XML file with more information for the job,
defining the scheduling, installing resource limits, launching the job as a new process with the given
priority, and adding it to the job list. The new process, semaphore and file have the same ownership
as the job specification document. When jobs finish, main removes their entries from the job list. 



THE WORKING PROCESSES (JOBS)

Jobs are implemented by executables with the standard C "main(int argc, char *argv[])" calling
convention. Job arguments are as follows:

• argv[0]: The resource ID of the job, for naming purposes 
• argv[1]: User-supplied argument, from the job specification XML document
• argv[2]: System-supplied argument: the pathname of the system-generated XML file

To provide job functionality (ie, have a resource attribute of <provides> = "job task for use in
REVEAL"), a job executable will conform to these conventions:

• The job must verify it's arguments and exit with error message if any are bad.
• It must pend on the semaphore each time thru its main loop for scheduling
• It must catch the SIGTERM signal and shut down itself and any children
• If it has children, it must catch the SIGCHLD signal

Jobs all share these requirements and the implied implementation mechanisms; therefore generic job
executables are provided as an abstraction layer, that is, as a wrapper for the actual working code.
Jobs can be categorized as three types:

• "simple jobs" using the generic executable that just calls a function
• "standard jobs" using the generic executable for data acquisition and distribution
• "special jobs" for when having an abstraction layer doesn't really help.

A simple job just calls the specified function with its argument. If the rate is zero (one-shot mode) it
exits after the scheduled call, otherwise it repeats until stopped. The function object code is
dynamically linked in after verifying that its resource ID is valid.

A standard job is one that spawns coordinated input/output tasks with XML arguments. An
acquisition/process "gather" task pends on the semaphore for scheduling, and writes data frames to
an IPC message queue. An output task pends on the message queue and feeds the output driver. Note
that the gather task is strictly scheduled, while the output task simply pushes data as fast as possible.
Both are stand-alone executables with the same argument scheme as the parent standard job; this
means the gather and output tasks, via their XML arguments, can serve as another abstraction layer.
The gather task typically places metadata in the system-supplied argv[2] temporary file for use by
the output task (developers might also use special messages). Working object code, specified by
argv[1] resource ID elements, is dynamically linked in at runtime. 

A special job has no generic wrapper executable, but rather has special purpose self-contained code.
One example of this is the A/D driver, which gets it's configuration information from a file specified
by a configuration data resource.

It's worth noting a few job coding practices. The scheduled part of a job should not pend on anything
but the semaphore; code that might block is best off-loaded into another process or thread, so as not
to lose a kernel timeslice. Any time consuming operations should be done up front so that the
runtime code is lean and deterministic. Software development V&V should be done such that the
automatic verification has confidence. All errors should be checked (the reporting level is



configurable). Any job-specific information is private, so data must be explicitly shared. One
example is data output to a network cached server for distribution; another is the A/D driver, which
places data in shared memory for access by other jobs via provided software resources.

RUNTIME SYSTEM VALIDATION

A system is configured with software, hardware and data resources by declaring then in a root-
owned, read-only XML document. The resources are verified during the system initializations, by
checking that specified files exist in the correct directory (which has already been checked for
permissions), and that the specified symbols exist in the files. Hardware resources have their BIT
called (given by file and entry point). Since the system administrator has vetted them (by having
enough confidence to add them to the system), this mechanism makes certain that all the resources
are approved, present and secure. Conversely, software present but not listed as a resource is not
available for use.

Runtime verification involves each layer of software checking that software in the next lower layer
"provides" what the higher layer "requires". All software also checks that it has the hardware and
data resources it needs to function. The "provides" information is an attribute of each system
resource, and comes from the <provides> sub-element of a <resource> element. For example, the
main server only accepts jobs that provide "job task for use in REVEAL". The standard job only
accepts one each of "gather task for standard jobs" and "output task for standard jobs". Continuing
deeper, the job code calls working code that also only accepts resources (functions and data)
providing what's required. Note this verification hierarchy matches the software and XML layers. 

This verification scheme is in the spirit of RDF, where an RDF resource (anything with an URI, in
our case the XML resource description) has a property (the <provides> tag) which has a value. The
complimentary "requires" property is coded in software but is currently only a stub in the XML
resources; we plan to implement it, including a full RDF implementation, because this will enable
web-based tools which can do automated configuration and off-line verification. Note that
implementing <requires> will require sub-elements because objects can require multiple, various,
and conditional things.

DATA FLOW ACROSS THE DETERMINISM BOUNDARY

Determinism is key to realtime systems, but increasingly realtime systems also include non-
deterministic interfaces. Prime examples are the output of realtime data to the network, and the
merging of input data from the network with locally acquired realtime data. This becomes a real
problem when multiple processes running at asynchronous rates and different priorities are accessing
multi-channel data objects. The opportunities for race conditions, loss of coherency and other
problems are enormous. Simple methods were identified which enable data flow between
deterministic and non-deterministic areas of software which eliminate these problems, at the expense
of using more memory.

Data destined for multiple processes is staged in a shared memory ring buffer by the deterministic
data-producing process, which sets a "current sample" index after updating the buffer. The reading
processes check the current sample index once per scheduled iteration, and read all channels from



that index. The ring buffer is large enough (nominally one second) that no semaphores or locking
mechanisms are required; reading processes simply check the time to see if they have stalled too
long (for example, because of system bog) so that the buffer may have been overwritten. Note that
this random access is necessitated by the fact that the reading processes are arbitrarily scheduled and
competing for the CPU. This method is simple and efficient, never forces any process to pend, and
has an inherently graceful "best effort" behavior if the system is overloaded.

Data destined for a single process is sent via an IPC message queue; note this is how the standard
jobs work. This decouples the processes, never causes the deterministic data-producing process to
pend, and allows them both to perform best efforts for gap-free throughput. Multipoint network
distribution is best accomplished using this foundation, with the message reading (network output
driver) process pushing the data onward to the network distribution middleware.

 TIMESTAMPING AND SYNCHRONIZATION

Time is a property of data, but is often viewed as just another parameter; however, in complex
environments great care must be taken. Locally acquired data objects need precise timestamps taken
at the time of acquisition so that, even with asynchronous tasks at different priorities, their time
attribute remains valid. Distributed data also requires accurate timestamps for meaningful analysis.
The Linux system clock is used for time housekeeping purposes, including timestamps, because it is
always available and very high resolution. NTP is used to monitor and adjust the clock, with several
special configuration options and calibration strategies to help it perform well in the dynamic sensor-
web domain. GPS is used as the NTP time reference when available; fallbacks include other GPS-
enabled nodes, network time servers, and general agreement of the sub-net as a last resort. Other
time signals could be used, but in any case the signal is filtered through NTP to keep the system
clock well-conditioned. Since all REVEAL nodes (and most internet servers) use NTP, they
synchronize with a common time base and with each other; quality depends on the link constraints
and available time servers. Clocks are set to UTC for simplicity and earth-centric standardization.

SECURITY ISSUES

Networked systems demand security, and realtime systems are challenging even without networking
or security. Linux security is typically very good, and REVEAL uses the multi-user Linux security
model, with some additional work. Users need a mechanism to upload XML job files, but not login
or shell access. Only approved software can be used (ie system resources that provide the right
functionality). Since the system job list is in private shared memory, jobs cannot even tell what other
jobs are running, unless that's allowed by a resource. Job data is private unless explicitly shared, and
the kernel memory management keeps jobs within their own address space. All of this prevents jobs
from corrupting or spying on each other. Where possible, system resource limits also keep jobs from
growing too large in memory, files or children. Environment variables, standard I/O, and signal
handling are reset to prevent many traditional exploits. The REVEAL software is designed to be as
small and simple as possible, which is important for secure programs. All of this helps give "defense
in depth" against malicious or faulty code.



LINUX PERFORMANCE ISSUES

Linux's determinism in interrupt dispatch and task switching is not as good as most of the traditional
RTOSs. However, Linux is good enough for many applications today, and it continues to get better.
Ongoing Linux kernel improvements and more powerful hardware keep driving non-determinism
down. Not all kernels are equal; optimizations help improve performance. The "preemption patch"
lets single-CPU systems use kernel spinlocks as preemption points. The "realtime scheduler patch"
improves the kernel scheduler performance for realtime processes. The "high resolution timers
patch" adds very precise POSIX-1003.1b software timers. Increasing the kernel scheduler rate may
also help in some situations. Parts of these are included in some Linux kernels by default. 

Linux can sometimes be used even when determinism or rate requirements are higher than the kernel
can provide. For instance, driver tasks can be driven directly by hardware. An example is acquisition
using an A/D cards on-board counter/timer circuit and FIFO; the limit then is kernel interrupt
latency causing timestamp jitter. For high precision applications microkernels are available (RTAI
and RTLinux), which function as an interrupt abstraction layer under the Linux kernel. These work
well but have a different API and no memory protection. 

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF LINUX

Linux has potentially significant advantages for aerospace and data system applications. Open
Source means engineers have access to (and control of) all system software, with no cost; Linux is
free as in speech and beer. Paid support is available when needed, and talent is easier to find than for
a traditional RTOS. In general Linux is reliable and secure, resource-efficient, leading-edge in new
technologies, and has a huge pool of software and knowledge available on the internet. All of this
promotes productivity, reduces development and life cycle costs, and helps with interoperability.
However, the configuration and hardware support from the traditional vendors can be critical for
some projects, and Linux is best suited for higher end embedded systems with less demanding
latency requirements. The GPL license is not an issue for most organizations, as new applications
typically do not fall under it, and source code for any that do (ie, kernel modules) must be shared
only if the binary code is distributed outside the organization. Note that by design new REVEAL
projects can be shared or not, as developers see fit.

THE INITIAL REVEAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The initial implementation of REVEAL is a set of PC/104 systems with low power 300MHz Geode
or 500Mhz Crusoe CPUs running MontaVista Linux, for use in the R&D of vehicle sensor-web
applications (Figure 2). I/O includes analog, discretes, video, sound, serial, USB, KVM, etc. An
internal sensor suite includes GPS, accelerometer, magnetometer, inclinometer, temperature,
pressure and humidity data. Live data helps with application development, in that vehicle access is
not required; conversely, the sensors also let the systems work as self-contained "getaway special"
packages. Spare channels and pins are provided for external I/O, and the architecture makes adding
bus interfaces simple. Self-aware systems and vehicle health monitoring are research target areas,
and so one of the system jobs simply monitors the internal sensors for hardware environmental
limits. Characterization of the system performance is ongoing, but we can observe that the REVEAL
framework works as intended, with extremely low CPU overhead.



Figure 2: Initial REVEAL System Hardware S/N-001

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Building on the REVEAL framework, additional features are planned. While not all are possible in
the short term, the baseline code was designed with enabling these features in mind, which should
help make the implementations straight forward.

• Provide Java tools for system resource discovery and configuration editing
• Finish the implementation of RDF for system resource descriptions
• Additionally verify the system resources using checksums and certificates
• Automate self-configuration via resource/metadata discovery using JXTA and DHCP
• Enable mobile code, by allowing runtime addition/verification of new resources
• Design Java applet service for viewing/browsing data based on the XML metadata
• Schedule coordinated events across distributed REVEAL nodes
• Use Deadline Monotonic Analysis to verify scheduling stability of instantiated jobs
• Enable IEEE-1451 compatibility by implementing a metadata converter
• Create driver jobs enabling REVEAL to act as a bus/network interface (gateway)
• Use Pluggable Authentication Modules to verify users and set resource permissions

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

REVEAL was created as a foundation for the research and development of realtime telemetry and
measurement networks applications. While its primary use in the near term will indeed be for
systems research, we hope that it will find use in many practical applications, and to that end are
planning to release it under one of the Open Source licenses. Features such as the open architecture,
the simple XML API, the self-configuring, self-verifying and self-documenting software, and the
distributed system capabilities, should prove to be a major advancement in the art; or at least point
us in the right direction. Possible application areas include Integrated Vehicle Health Management,
embedded networks, intelligent and adaptive systems, geophysical research, education and robotics.
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